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A computational model of the topographic distribution1

of ventilation in healthy human lungs2

Annalisa J Swana, Alys R Clarka, Merryn H Tawhaia,∗
3

aAuckland Bioengineering Institute, University of Auckland, 70 Symonds St, Auckland,4

New Zealand5

Abstract6

The topographic distribution of ventilation in the lungs is determined by

the interaction of several factors, including lung shape, airway tree geometry,

posture, and tissue deformation. Inter-species differences in lung structure-

function and technical difficulty in obtaining high resolution imaging of the

upright human lung mean that it is not straightforward to experimentally

determine the contribution of each of these factors to ventilation distribution.

We present a mathematical model for predicting the topological distribution

of inhaled air in the upright healthy human lung, based on anatomically-

structured model geometries and biophysical equations for model function.

Gravitational deformation of the lung tissue is predicted using a continuum

model. Air flow is simulated in anatomically-based conducting airways cou-

pled to geometrically simplified terminal acinar units with varying volume-

dependent compliances. The predicted ventilation distribution is hence gov-

erned by local tissue density and elastic recoil pressure, airway resistance and

acinar compliance. Results suggest that there is significant spatial variation

in intrinsic tissue properties in the lungs. The model confirms experimental

evidence that in the healthy lungs tissue compliance has a far greater effect
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than airway resistance on the spatial distribution of ventilation, and hence a

realistic description of tissue deformation is essential in models of ventilation.

Keywords: Ventilation distribution, Tissue deformation, Structure-function7

1. Introduction8

The human lung typically operates in the upright posture, yet imaging9

modalities that are used to study lung function are usually restricted to ac-10

quiring data in horizontal positions (Hopkins et al., 2007b; van Beek and11

Hoffman, 2008; Sá et al., 2010), or use relatively low resolution methods to12

measure function in the upright lung (Amis et al., 1984). A recent study13

has tried to address this limitation by administering contrast when upright14

and then imaging when supine (Petersson et al., 2009). However this is still15

not a precise image of the upright ventilation distribution. The alternative16

option of studying animals is confounded by species differences in airway17

and lung geometry which will impact on resistance and on functional differ-18

ences between normal postures. A mathematical model that is predictive of19

ventilation distribution in the human in the upright posture would therefore20

have obvious application in relating experimental or clinical imaging-based21

measurements of lung function (supine or prone) to upright lung function,22

and additionally in providing a framework for in silico experiments.23

Heterogeneity that is present in the distribution of inhaled air to different24

regions of healthy human lungs impacts on the function of the organ. Specif-25

ically, heterogeneous ventilation in the presence of heterogeneous and poorly26

correlated perfusion reduces gas exchange efficiency. Large scale effects lead27

to preferential ventilation of lung tissue (parenchyma) in gravitationally-28
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dependent regions compared with non-dependent regions during tidal breath-29

ing (Glenny, 2009). Due to the combined effects of the asymmetrically30

branching structure of the lung airways and regionally varying tissue com-31

pliance, a large degree of variability is superimposed on this dependent to32

non-dependent ventilation distribution. Although ventilation is heteroge-33

neous, it exhibits an important spatial correlation as a result of the structure34

of the lung: low-ventilation regions neighbour other low-ventilation regions35

and vice versa (Altemeier et al., 2000). In addition, the complex interaction36

of the shape of the lungs and chest wall and motion of the lobes could be37

important in determining the ventilation distribution (Glenny et al., 2000).38

A mathematical model that is predictive of the ventilation distribution in the39

lung must therefore include a description of airway anatomy and its relation-40

ship to air flow resistance, as well as tissue deformation and local elasticity41

in response to gravity. Ultimately it should also include interaction with the42

chest wall and diaphragm.43

Early computational modelling studies of ventilation distribution attributed44

regional differences in ventilation to a pleural pressure gradient in the lungs45

and hence to the effects of the nonlinear pressure-volume relationship of the46

tissue, but did not attempt to incorporate airway or lung structure (Milic-47

Emili et al., 1966). More recently, Tawhai et al. (2006) proposed a model48

that couples tissue deformation and flow, however this model was limited49

to using the local tissue deformation as a flow boundary condition, which50

negates its use in studies where resistance is important. Models have been51

developed that incorporate airway resistance in idealised symmetric airway52

geometries, which neglect ventilation heterogeneity due to airway structure53
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(Lambert et al., 1982; Wiggs et al., 1990; Venegas et al., 2005). Campana54

et al. (2009) presented a model in an anatomically-based asymmetric airway55

tree (Tawhai et al., 2004), but assumed uniform compliance and hence did56

not introduce the effect of gravity acting on the tissue. This inherently as-57

sumes that airway resistance is dominant in determining the distribution of58

ventilation, which is a reasonable assumption in the context of that study59

where major bronchoconstriction was simulated. However, experimental and60

theoretical studies have shown that in the normal lung, compliance dominates61

over airway resistance in determining ventilation distributions (Milic-Emili62

et al., 1966; Otis et al., 1956). Therefore a representation of tissue mechanics63

must be included in theoretical models of ventilation to capture the balance64

between resistance and compliance.65

The current study presents a theoretical model of ventilation that inte-66

grates each of 1) an anatomically based structure, 2) tissue deformation due67

to gravity (and hence the effect on local tissue compliance) and 3) airway68

resistance. It is the first theoretical model to concurrently describe each of69

these important contributing features and so is the only existing model that70

can explain how these factors interact to influence the function of the air-71

ways. Model results support experimental findings that the effect of airway72

resistance on ventilation distribution in normal breathing is likely to be mi-73

nor in comparison to the gradient of transpulmonary pressure, and hence74

compliance (Milic-Emili et al., 1966). In addition, this integrated model75

suggests that conventional estimates for acinar compliance that are used in76

mathematical models (i.e. constant or linear compliance distributions) are77

insufficient to give rise to the significant heterogeneity in the distribution of78
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ventilation that has been observed experimentally (Altemeier et al., 2000;79

Robertson et al., 2005; Musch et al., 2002).80

2. Methods81

The ventilation model presented here combines the results of previously82

published models of the structure of the lungs and conducting airways (Tawhai83

and Burrowes, 2003; Tawhai et al., 2004) and lung tissue mechanics (Tawhai84

et al., 2009) with a model of airflow. The airflow model couples flow in the85

conducting airways (based on measurements made by Pedley et al. (1970))86

and an equation of motion which drives flow into the acinus via a temporally87

changing pleural pressure. The model of the acinus is similar in its transla-88

tion of physical processes to the classic single compartment model (Ben-Tal,89

2006); however, each acinus is now represented by an individual compart-90

ment, resulting in ∼32,000 individual expanding and contracting compart-91

ments plus ∼64,000 airways that comprise the conducting airway tree. The92

model is implemented in CMISS (www.cmiss.org) – an in-house mathemati-93

cal modelling environment.94

2.1. Structural model95

Subject-specific structural models for the lungs and conducting airways as96

described in detail in previous studies (Tawhai and Burrowes, 2003; Tawhai97

et al., 2004) were used to define geometries in which to solve functional98

models of tissue mechanics and air flow. In brief, finite element models of the99

lungs and central airways were geometry fitted to MDCT (multidetector-row100

computed tomography) imaging of the lungs of a healthy volunteer male.101

Imaging was acquired supine at 90 % of vital capacity, which is assumed102
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close to TLC (total lung capacity). Imaging data were provided by the103

University of Iowa Comprehensive Lung Imaging Center (I-Clic) under the104

Human Lung Atlas project. Imaging of subjects in this study has been105

approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board and Radiation106

Safety Committees. The subject and model used in the current study was107

also used in a prior study of lung soft tissue mechanics (Tawhai et al., 2009).108

Airways additional to the segmented central airways were generated using109

a volume-filling branching algorithm, to fill the lung-shaped volumetric mesh.110

The algorithm uses the central airways as initial conditions and the lung111

shape as a boundary condition for “growth” of a space-filling tree geometry.112

The supine TLC models were scaled to the subject’s upright FRC (functional113

residual capacity) volume obtained from pulmonary function tests (PFTs)114

whilst seated (4.47 L). This assumed no change in shape of the chest wall or115

diaphragm with the change in posture between supine and upright lungs, but116

allowed for lung volume differences between the supine and upright postures.117

To construct models of airway function, the proportion of the measured118

lung volume that resides in the conducting airways and the respiratory air-119

ways must be calculated. Conducting airway radii were assigned using the120

subject’s FRC tracheal radius (7.26 mm, calculated from the mean tracheal121

cross-sectional area from FRC imaging and assuming a circular cross-section)122

and a Horsfield diameter ratio (RdH) of 1.152. The Horsfield diameter ratio123

was selected such that the model’s mean length to diameter ratio was close124

to 2.8 (Horsfield et al., 1976). Using this conducting airway geometry the125

volume of the conducting airways including and distal to the trachea was126

102 ml. An additional 80 ml was included to account for the volume of the127
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upper airways (proximal to the trachea), based on the predictive equation128

from Hart et al. (1963) for total anatomical dead space as a function of body129

height. Alveolar volume at FRC was then 4.29 L (the PFT measured volume130

minus the volume of all conducting airways). To obtain the volume of a sin-131

gle acinus this value was divided by the number of acinar units in the model132

(31,800) resulting in a mean acinar volume, defined as VFRC , of 135 mm3.133

Figure 1 shows the model geometry: the right lung is shown with spheres rep-134

resenting acinar units and the left lung is shown with the conducting airways135

only.136

Figure 1: Model lung and airway geometry viewed from the front. The right

lung is shown with spheres representing acinar units and the left lung is

shown with the conducting airways only.

2.2. Tissue deformation and compliance137

The pre-inspiratory (FRC) model geometry and regional distribution of138

compliance were estimated using finite deformation elasticity, using the meth-139

ods previously presented by Tawhai et al. (2009) for the left lung of two supine140

human subjects including the subject considered here. As this component141

of the functional model has been reported previously, details are provided as142

an appendix. In brief, the lungs and air were assumed to comprise a com-143

pressible, homogeneous, isotropic material, with the non-linear relationship144

between tissue stress and strain defined by a strain energy density function145

(W ):146
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W =
ξ

2
exp

(
aJ2

1 + bJ2

)
, (1)

where J1 and J2 are the first and second invariants of the Green-Lagrangian147

finite strain tensor, and ξ, a, and b are constant coefficients 1. The lungs148

were assumed free to slide within a rigid pleural cavity during introduction149

of gravity loading, and enforced to remain in contact with the cavity sur-150

face. Tissue deformation in this subject has previously been validated for151

the supine posture only (Tawhai et al., 2009). In the current study the152

model was positioned upright; that is, with gravity (9.81 ms−2) oriented in153

the cranial-caudal direction. Direct validation data for the upright posture154

in this subject are not available.155

Predictions of the geometric displacement of the lungs from the model of156

Tawhai et al. (2009) were used to calculate the displacement of the airways157

and acini under gravity, and an initial distribution of stress. The results158

of the soft tissue mechanics were used to calculate deformed acinar volumes159

(V ), Pe, and the compliance C of each acinus at FRC. To do this, airways and160

acini were assumed to displace as material points within the lung continuum161

model. Their spatial positions were then updated based on the deformed162

configuration of the respective volume elements in which they were located.163

Local deformed acinar volume was calculated by multiplying the undeformed164

acinar volume (V0 = VFRC/2) by the ratio of deformed to undeformed volume165

(V /V0), where V /V0 is the square root of the determinant of the right Cauchy-166

1Note that the strain energy density function in Tawhai et al. (2009) is written incor-

rectly; the correct version - as used here - appears in Burrowes and Tawhai (2010)
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Green strain tensor as calculated using the model of Tawhai et al. (2009).167

The acini were assumed to expand isotropically during subsequent incre-168

mental changes in volume, allowing estimation of Pe and C from the finite169

deformation stress tensors:170

Pe =
ξeγ

2λ
(3a+ b)(λ2 − 1), (2)

C =

[
ξeγ

6V0

(
3(3a+ b)2(λ2 − 1)2

λ2
+

(3a+ b)(λ2 + 1)

λ4

)]−1

, (3)

where λ is (isotropic) stretch from undeformed reference volume, and γ =171

3
4
(3a + b)(λ2 − 1)2. Derivation of these equations is given in the appendix.172

Note that Eq. 3 holds for λ ≥ 1.15 (see appendix), which is the case for all173

acini in the quiet breathing simulations from FRC volume considered here.174

2.3. Air flow model175

Movement of air into the lungs is driven by expansion of the alveolar176

tissue. Expansion of the tissue is driven by increase in volume of the tho-177

racic cavity and transmission of more negative pleural pressure (Ppl) from178

the pleural surface to the internal tissue of the lung. The rate of local tis-179

sue expansion is limited by the resistance of the airways that supply the180

tissue. In reality this is a tightly coupled system, where air flow and tis-181

sue expansion occur simultaneously and with feedback. This bi-directional182

tissue-flow interaction is significant in, for example, severe bronchoconstric-183

tion. However, in the current study we considered only quiet breathing in184

a normal healthy lung in which we assumed that alveolar air pressure was185

small enough that it did not make a significant contribution to the balance of186
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forces that determined the tissue deformation as predicted by Tawhai et al.187

(2009). The ventilation model presented here used the soft tissue mechan-188

ics model to define the initial pre-inspiratory configuration of the lung and189

airway tree as well as the elastic recoil pressure of each acinus, but for sub-190

sequent inhalation-exhalation the model operated independently of the soft191

tissue mechanics model.192

Airflow in conducting airways: Flow in all conducting airways (distal to193

and including the trachea) was assumed to be Poiseuille flow with additional194

energy losses incurred by flow disturbances at the airway bifurcations, as195

determined experimentally by Pedley et al. (1970) from studies of resistance196

in physical models of the bronchial tree incorporating up to four bifurcations.197

The models had a constant area ratio between parent and daughter branches198

and a fixed branching ratio. The study also assumed fully developed flow199

with negligible axial flow (as in the assumptions of Poiseuille resistance)200

and that disturbances to flow originated from non-viscous sources, but were201

dissipated into daughter airways via viscosity (evidence for this assumption202

is given by Schroter and Sudlow (1969)).203

The assumptions of Poiseuille flow require flow to be fully developed and204

laminar. The governing equations for airflow in the conducting airway tree205

were therefore conservation of flow at bifurcations, and a modified Poiseuille’s206

equation. Pedley et al. (1970) proposed that - ignoring kinetic energy changes207

- the ratio of actual airway resistance (Raw) to its Poiseuille flow equivalent208

(RP ) can be approximated by:209

ZPe =
Raw

RP

=
KPe

4
√

2

(
Re · 2r

l

)0.5

, (4)
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where Re is the Reynolds number, r and l are the radius and length of the210

airway, respectively, and KPe = 1.85 is a constant. The Reynolds number is211

Re = (2Qρ)/(π r µ), where ρ and µ are the density (1.51×10−6 g.mm−3) and212

viscosity (1.92×10−5 Pa.s) of air, respectively. Limitations in the experimen-213

tal study means that there is uncertainty in KPe. KPe may be dependent214

on distance through an airway, the diameter of an airway, branch angles,215

the ratio of parent to daughter diameter, the number of bifurcations in a216

system and whether flow is inspiratory or expiratory. These conditions were217

not examined further in the original work, however the authors stated that218

their sources of error would likely cause underestimation in KPe and so it is219

possible that airway resistance would be increased compared with the rela-220

tionship used here. Sensitivity of the model to KPe is examined in a later221

section.222

The resistance of each airway was calculated as the Poiseuille resistance223

multiplied by ZPe, and the pressure-flow relationship for each conducting224

airway is:225

Paw2 − Paw1 = ZPeRP Q = ZPe
8lµ

πr4
Q , (5)

where Paw2 and Paw1 are the air pressures at the proximal and distal ends of226

the airway segment, respectively.227

Acinar airflow: Previous modelling studies have used an equation of mo-228

tion that relates airway resistance, air flow, tissue compliance, and the rate229

of change of internal and external pressures to model the mechanics of ven-230

tilation, with the lung treated as a single lumped unit (Ben-Tal, 2006) or231

multiple units (VijaySekhar et al., 2010). Here we use an equivalent gen-232
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eral equation of motion as these previous studies, but parameterised to the233

compliance of the pulmonary acinus. That is, each acinus was modelled234

as a compliant unit subtending a terminal bronchiole. Assuming isotropic235

expansion of each acinus, the equation of motion is:236

Paw =
VA
CA

+RawQ+ I
dQ

dt
− Pl , (6)

where subscripts aw and A correspond to the terminal bronchiole and the237

acinus, respectively; Paw and Q are the pressure and flow in the terminal238

bronchiole; Raw is the resistance of the terminal bronchiole; VA and CA are239

the volume and compliance of the acinar unit; I is the inertance of the unit;240

and Pl is the local pressure acting to expand the unit as calculated by the241

tissue deformation model (Pl = -Pe under static conditions at FRC). This242

equation, which balances forces acting on the acinus, can be thought of as the243

equation of motion for an expanding balloon that contains air, attached to244

an airway, where total resistance to airflow is a function of airway resistance,245

tissue compliance and inertia (the resistance of the fluid to any change in its246

motion). This equation of motion, if properly parameterised, can be applied247

at multiple spatial scales in the lung, for example to the whole lung as in248

Ben-Tal (2006).249

To simplify equation 6 we note that inertial forces can be neglected if the250

term IdQ/dt is small compared with the other terms in that equation, i.e.251

that fluid acceleration is negligible. Ben-Tal (Ben-Tal, 2006) showed in their252

whole lung model that inertial forces can be neglected during quiet breathing.253

We assume here that the rate of change of airflow in each individual acinus254

is small enough that inertial terms can also be neglected.255
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Using the relation that flow into an acinar unit (Q) is equal to the volume256

change of the unit (dVA/dt), then the time derivative of Eq. 6 rearranged in257

terms of Q is:258

dQ

dt
=
−1

RawCA

(
Q− CA

(dPaw
dt

+
dPl
dt

))
. (7)

The air pressure at the proximal end of the trachea was assumed to be259

constant and equal to atmospheric pressure throughout the breathing cycle.260

Initial conditions (at the start of a breath) assume zero flow in all airways.261

Ppl was then varied sinusoidally over the duration of a breath. The change262

in Ppl from FRC was assumed to be equal at all locations, and additive to263

the local acinar value of Pl.264

Solving the system of governing equations over a model with 60,000 air-265

ways takes on the order of one day using the RADAU5 solver to numerically266

integrate Eq. 7 simultaneously for all acini. To accommodate solving the267

model over a large domain and multiple breaths in a reasonable time period,268

we implemented the simplest numerical method for Eq. 7 which was a finite269

difference scheme. The asymmetric branching structure of the lungs can lead270

to solution instability under certain conditions using this approach. To im-271

prove solution stability a “flow-predictor ” scheme, which is a modification to272

a standard finite difference scheme, was used to numerically integrate Eq. 7273

(Coleman et al., 1977) . Over a suitably small time interval (∆t = tn− tn−1)274

the rate of change of pressures acting within or on the acinus were assumed275

to be constant, such that dPaw/dt = υ and dPl/dt = β, so:276

dQ

dt
=
−1

RawCA

(
Q− CA

(
υ − β

))
.
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Integrating with respect to t using Qn−1 = Q(tn−1) as an initial condition277

gives:278

Q(t) = CA

(
υ − β

)
+ Aexp

(
t

RawCA

)
, (8)

where279

A =
(
Qn−1 − CA

(
υ − β

))
exp

(
−tn−1

RawCA

)
.

The flow at the end of the time period Qn = Q(tn) can then be calculated280

as:281

Qn = CA

(
υ − β

)
+
(
Qn−1 − CA

(
υ − β

))
exp

(
−∆t

RawCA

)
. (9)

Qn for each acinus was used as a boundary condition to update the flow

distribution in the conducting airways over time. For each acinus, the acinar

compliance was the acinar tissue compliance component summed in parallel

with the chest wall compliance component:

CA =
( 1

CA(tissue)

+
1

CA(CW )

)−1

, (10)

where CA(tissue) is calculated using Eq. 3, and CA(CW ) is taken as the mean282

acinar tissue compliance, such that the total compliance of the chest wall283

was equal to the total tissue compliance (sum of acinar tissue compliances;284

decreasing compliance with inflation volume). Note that CA was updated285

at each time step using Eq. 10 and Eq. 3, because it is dependent on the286

current state of tissue expansion (λn = λ(tn)). Solutions were obtained287

using ∆t = 0.01 s, which was confirmed as a sufficiently small time step size288
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to achieve convergence in the solution (less than a 1 % difference with the289

solution at ∆t = 0.005 s).290

2.4. Model parameters and simulation conditions291

As shown in Table 1, which lists the model parameters and their sources,292

the model is defined by seven parameters: three that relate to the lung293

geometry (VFRC , tracheal radius, RdH), three that define the tissue elasticity294

(ξ, a, and b), and one that contributes to the airway resistance (KPe). VFRC295

and tracheal radius are specific to the subject (not free parameters) and RdH296

is constrained by morphometric data on the relationship between airway297

diameter and length, whereas the remainder of the parameters are assumed298

- but not confirmed - to be representative of the population.299

The elasticity constants ξ, a, and b were assigned values of 2500 Pa, 0.433,300

and -0.611, respectively. The values of the a and b coefficients were taken301

from a previous study (Kowalczyk and Kleiber, 1994). Their appropriateness302

for the in vivo lung and the value of the ξ were determined by Tawhai et al.303

(2009) based on three reference points during zero gravity inflation. These304

were a zero stress and strain state at 50% of FRC volume, inflation pressure of305

approximately 0.49 kPa (5 cmH2O) at FRC volume, and inflation pressure306

of approximately 2.94 kPa (30 cmH2O) at TLC volume. In the previous307

study this parameter set was shown sufficient for predicting tissue density308

distribution in two supine humans (including the subject used in this study)309

with quite different lung function Tawhai et al. (2009).310

The mean pleural pressure was oscillated between -0.49 kPa (-5.0 cmH2O)311

at FRC and -0.80 kPa (-8.2 cmH2O) at peak inspiration in order to obtain312

a tidal volume of 0.6 L (this is at the high end of the normal range due to313
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the subject’s relatively large lung volume). Normal quiet breathing was sim-314

ulated with a breath duration of 5.0 s with equal inspiratory and expiratory315

periods.316

Table 1: Model and simulation parameters, and their sources

Description Value Source

VFRC The mean FRC volume of an acinus 135 mm3 PFTs (see text)

ξ Strain energy density function coefficient 2500 Pa Tawhai et al. (2009)

a Strain energy density function coefficient 0.433 Kowalczyk and Kleiber (1994)

b Strain energy density function coefficient -0.661 Kowalczyk and Kleiber (1994)

KPe Pedley correction factor 1.85 Pedley et al. (1970)

ρ Air density 1.15×10−6 g.mm3 Ideal gas law (37 C)

µ Air viscosity 1.92 ×10−6 Sutherland’s formula (37 C)

Trachea radius 7.26 mm From imaging (see text)

RdH Horsfield diameter ratio 1.152 See text

3. Results317

The Human Lung Atlas imaging data and PFTs do not include measure-318

ments of airway resistance or tissue compliance against which the predictive319

model could be compared. While the ideal would be to have subject spe-320

cific data for each measure comparison, in this study comparisons can only321

be made against population data to confirm whether the model functions322

within a physiologically reasonable range. These comparisons show that the323

model is able to predict function as adequately as previous theoretical mod-324

els of ventilation (Campana et al., 2009; Lambert et al., 1982; Wiggs et al.,325

1990; Milic-Emili et al., 1966; Tawhai et al., 2006; Venegas et al., 2005).326
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3.1. Airway resistance and tissue compliance327

The minimum and maximum total airway resistance (excluding the up-328

per airway) over a breath was 28 Pa.mm−3.s−1 (0.29 cmH2O.L−1.s−1) and329

118 Pa.mm−3.s−1 (1.21 cmH2O.L−1.s−1), respectively, compared with litera-330

ture values of approximately 59–234 Pa.mm−3.s−1 (0.6 – 2.4 cmH2O.L−1.s−1)331

in healthy adult lungs including the upper airway (Butler et al., 1960). The332

total lung compliance (not including the chest wall) was 2.1×103 mm3.Pa−1
333

(0.21 L.cmH2O−1) and 1.8×103 mm3.Pa−1 (0.18 L.cmH2O−1) at end-expiration334

and end-inspiration, respectively. This compares with accepted normal val-335

ues of approximately 2.0×103 mm3.Pa−1 (0.20 L.cmH2O−1) in human lungs336

(Harris, 2005).337

Figure 2 shows the series pathway resistance from the trachea to each338

acinus, against vertical location of the acinus in the upright lung. The airway339

pathways are longer to the apex and base of the lungs, and hence the mean340

series resistance is higher to these regions. Asymmetry in airway structure341

leads to heterogeneity in pathway resistance.342

Figure 2: Resistance of all pathways from trachea to acini plotted against

vertical location of acinus, shown as mean and standard deviation of 1 cm

iso-gravitational slices.

3.2. Distribution of acinar volumes and acinar ventilation343

The model presented here is the first to couple a predicted distribution344

of acinar compliance from a model of tissue deformation with a predictive345

model of ventilation. The non-uniform distribution of initial (FRC) acinar346
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volumes calculated from the tissue deformation model is shown in figure 3.347

Iso-gravitational non-uniformity of the FRC acinar volumes arises due to the348

curvilinear lung shape. That is, computing the deformation in a linear cuboid349

geometry would give zero in-plane heterogeneity. For the 0.6 L tidal volume,350

the mean acinar ventilation was 3.8±0.26 mm3.s−1, with a minimum of 2.5351

and maximum of 4.1 mm3.s−1. As the flow rates in the airways vary over a352

breath, the acinar ventilation was calculated as the inspired acinar volume353

change divided by the inspiration time.354

Figure 3: Distribution of acinar volumes at FRC. Due to the gravitational

deformation of the lung tissue, acini in the apical region are on average more

expanded, whereas acini in the basal region are less expanded.

Predicted ventilation to dependent regions was greater than ventilation355

to non-dependent regions and an iso-gravitational heterogeneity is imposed356

on this gravitationally-oriented distribution. This can be seen in figure 4,357

which shows the ventilation distribution in a cranial-caudal slice of the lung358

geometry viewed from the front. There was a decrease in acinar ventilation in359

the most dependent lung region. This decrease was proportional to the small360

increase in tissue expansion in this region that is visible in figure 3, with361

a small contribution from airway path resistance. This increase in acinar362

volume (reduction in acinar ventilation) is due to deformation of a nonlinearly363

elastic tissue within an irregularly shaped geometry: deformation of a linear364

material within a cuboid shape does not have this same feature, whereas a365

linear material in an irregular (lung-shaped) geometry or a nonlinear material366

in the cuboid shape both have this behavior.367
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Figure 4: Topology of acinar ventilation. A cranial-caudal slice of the lungs

is viewed from the front with each sphere representing an acinar unit. The

colour spectrum goes from low ventilation in blue (minimum=2.8 mm3.s−1)

to high ventilation in red (maximum=4.6 mm3.s−1).

3.3. Ventilation gradient and heterogeneity368

The lung geometry was divided into 1 cm3 “voxels” and the acinar ven-369

tilation data was aggregated in these voxels using interpolation based on370

the acinar volumes. Thus the “voxel” data contains the effect of geometric371

deformation of the airways (more acini per unit volume in the dependent372

region compared to the nondependent region) as well as the distribution of373

actual ventilation. The overall coefficient of variation (CV) for the voxel-374

aggregated data was 20.9%. The lung model was divided into 1 cm thick375

iso-gravitational slices, and the mean and standard deviation of the 1 cm3
376

voxel data were determined for each iso-gravitational slice. A linear fit to the377

means yielded a gradient of 1.5% per cm; a linear fit to all of the ventilation378

data gave a gradient of 1.4% per cm. These gradients quantify the gravita-379

tional component of the ventilation distribution, due directly to deformation380

of the lung tissue via the “Slinky” effect (Hopkins et al., 2007a), and the381

resulting gravitational distribution of tissue compliance.382

The sensitivity of the ventilation gradient and flow heterogeneity to the383

energy dissipation equation (Eq. 4) was assessed by simulating flow distri-384

bution for 10% step changes in KPe (to 50% and 150% of its original value),385

and by comparing results with those obtained using Poiseuille flow (no addi-386

tional energy dissipation term). Decreasing KPe decreased the flow gradient387
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and the flow heterogeneity from baseline by less than 0.25% for all values388

of KPe; increasing KPe decreased the flow gradient (by maximum 1.57% at389

150% KPe) and increased the flow heterogeneity (by maximum 3.84% at390

150% KPe). Neglecting the additional energy dissipation had a very small391

effect on the flow gradient and heterogeneity when simulating under baseline392

conditions or for doubling the breath duration (differences of less than 0.4%).393

The ventilation gradient was reduced by 2.95% when assuming Poiseuille flow394

with double the tidal volume, and the heterogeneity was reduced by 8.16%395

when the breath duration was halved.396

3.4. Important contributors to ventilation distribution397

To analyse the importance of including a model of tissue deformation, or398

whether a more simple assumption regarding the distribution of compliance399

would be adequate, three simulations are compared. The first and most sim-400

ple simulation assumed a uniform distribution of tissue compliance such that401

all acini had the same initial volume. This is analogous to a lung with zero402

variability in tissue properties that is ventilating in zero gravity. The second403

simulation assumed a linear increase in compliance in the cranial-to-caudal404

direction, using a similar magnitude for the gradient to that obtained from405

the tissue deformation model, but with no iso-gravitational heterogeneity.406

The third simulation used soft tissue mechanics predictions of the volumet-407

ric strains in the lung volume to set the distribution of acinar volumes at408

FRC. In this case, both the gravitationally-oriented distribution of tissue409

density and iso-gravitational heterogeneity were included. A comparison of410

the ventilation distributions from these three model cases is shown in figure 5.411

For the first case (uniform compliance) ventilation is distributed uniformly412
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relative to the other two cases, with a very small amount of in-plane het-413

erogeneity. In this case the acinar compliance was equal at all locations,414

therefore the small heterogeneity is a result of the non-uniformity of airway415

resistance. The linear compliance gradient of the second case induces a venti-416

lation gradient that is close to linear over the top 60% of the model, and with417

a small degree of curvature in the lower 40%. This curvature is exaggerated418

in the final case (tissue mechanics), with a small region of ventilation increase419

in the most apical two slices, and a clear region of flow decrease in the most420

basal three slices. The final case also has marked in-plane heterogeneity due421

to complex deformation of the curvilinear lung model under gravity causing422

heterogeneity in volumetric strain and hence in local tissue compliance.423

Figure 5: Comparison of the resultant ventilation distribution using differ-

ent initial volume distributions: (1) baseline model predictions of the tissue

deformation; (2) linear initial volume distribution; (3) uniform initial vol-

ume distribution. The small iso-gravitational heterogeneity is not visible for

the case of linear and uniform initial distributions due to the scale on the

abscissa. Plots show a mean and standard deviation for each solution.

In order to quantify the relative contributions of resistance and compli-424

ance to the ventilation distribution in this healthy lung model, the correla-425

tions between pathway resistance and ventilation, and between acinar com-426

pliance and ventilation were calculated. Figures 6b and 6a plot the pathway427

resistance (from trachea to an acinus) and the acinar compliance, respec-428

tively, against the ventilation received by that acinus. There is high corre-429

lation between compliance and the resultant ventilation, whereas there is a430
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very low correlation between resistance and ventilation. The Pearson corre-431

lation coefficients, which indicate whether a linear correlation is present,for432

the two data sets are 0.99 and -0.21, respectively. This implies that resis-433

tance has only a small effect on ventilation distribution in healthy subjects,434

likely because of the low viscosity of air. In comparison, pathway resistance is435

an important determinant in the distribution of perfusion in the pulmonary436

vasculature due to the relatively higher viscosity of blood (Clark et al., 2011).437

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Correlation between acinar ventilation and acinar compliance.

(b) Correlation between acinar ventilation and resistance of the pathway from

trachea to acinus. There is a high correlation between compliance and the

resultant ventilation, whereas the resistance has little effect due to the low

viscosity of air.

4. Discussion438

We have presented a novel mathematical model of the spatial distribution439

of ventilation in an anatomically based geometric model of a normal human440

lung during quiet breathing. The model employs pragmatic simplifications441

to enable a coupling between gravitational parenchymal deformation and a442

model for airflow in an extensive system of model airways. In comparison443

with previous ventilation models, the new model includes an estimation of444

the spatial distribution of acinar compliance that is based on soft tissue445
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deformation mechanics rather than an idealised distribution. In simulations446

of normal breathing, the modelling presented here shows that traditional447

modelling assumptions regarding the distribution of tissue mechanics produce448

significantly reduced ventilation heterogeneity when compared with a coupled449

ventilation-tissue mechanics approach. In addition, the model shows that450

assuming a uniform pulmonary tissue compliance during normal breathing is451

insufficient to predict a gravitational distribution of ventilation as is observed452

experimentally across different postures (Amis et al., 1984; Petersson et al.,453

2009).454

4.1. Distribution of acinar volumes and acinar ventilation455

Imaging data show both a heterogeneity of, and a gravitational gradi-456

ent in, lung tissue density. Heterogeneity in tissue density arises partly due457

to the complexity of the arrangement of the physical structures within the458

lung, and partly due to incomplete separation of air and blood from tissue459

during post-processing of the imaging, but also because the driving (pleural)460

pressure required to inflate the lung is not transmitted uniformly through461

the lung to each ventilatory unit. That is, there is both a structural and462

functional component to the heterogeneity. The gravitational gradient arises463

because the lung deforms - much like a SlinkyTM- under gravity (Hopkins464

et al., 2007a). Tawhai et al. (2009) presented a computational model of lung465

tissue deformation which was able to predict the MDCT-imaged distribution466

of lung tissue density with respect to gravity that was obtained for the subject467

considered here. The model further predicted a heterogeneity in lung tissue468

density as a result of the irregularity of the lung shape causing a non-uniform469

transmission of stress and therefore of local tissue expansion. The model het-470
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erogeneity was smaller than observed in imaging due to 1) an assumption of a471

homogeneous continuum of lung tissue rather than distinct air, blood and tis-472

sue regions and 2) an inherent lack of noise, or partial voluming effects, in the473

model. The heterogenous transmission of pressures as modelled by Tawhai474

et al. (2009) translates in the current model to a non-uniform FRC acinar475

volume distribution with (on average) more inflated acinar units at the apex476

of the upright lung at FRC; this is illustrated in Figure 3. The differentially477

inflated acinar units each have a locally defined compliance, which in terms478

of the model of ventilation employed here results in heterogeneity and grav-479

itational gradients in ventilation as seen in Figures 4 and 5. Gravitational480

distributions of ventilation are in agreement with current understanding of481

the ventilation distribution in the upright human lung (Petersson et al., 2009;482

West, 2000). However, ventilation in this subject was not imaged directly,483

so exact comparisons can not be made. In order to assess heterogeneity, the484

lung geometry was divided into 1 cm3 “voxels” and the acinar ventilation485

data was aggregated in these voxels using interpolation based on the acinar486

volumes. Thus the “voxel” data contains the effect of geometric deformation487

of the airways (more acini per unit volume in the dependent region compared488

to the nondependent region) as well as the distribution of actual ventilation.489

The overall coefficient of variation (CV) for the voxel-aggregated data was490

20.9%. There is a wide range of reported CV values for different imaging491

modalities, experimental protocols, lung volumes, subjects and species. Here492

we compare with a study that has a similar voxel resolution because the493

CV is strongly dependent on the spatial resolution: as voxel size decreases,494

the CV normally increases. A study that imaged humans using PET found495
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the CV to be 24% (prone) to 36% (supine) at a 0.9 cm3 voxel resolution496

(Musch et al., 2002). The CV calculated here is comparable, although low,497

reflecting in part the lower heterogeneity in the soft tissue mechanics model498

(Tawhai et al., 2009). Without including the tissue mechanics component499

the heterogeneity is greatly reduced (Figure 5).500

4.2. Important contributors to ventilation distribution501

The important physiological mechanisms that dictate the topology of the502

ventilation distribution in healthy lungs are gravitational deformation of the503

tissue within a curvilinear geometry, spatial variation in airway resistance,504

and underlying variation in the inherent tissue properties. This new model505

confirms current experimentally- and theoretically-based understanding, that506

at normal breathing frequencies in the healthy lung the ventilation distribu-507

tion is dominated by the tissue compliance and effects of airway resistance508

are minimal due to the low viscosity of air (Milic-Emili et al., 1966; Otis509

et al., 1956). The airways branch asymmetrically which means that there510

is a small degree of heterogeneity in ventilation due to variability in path-511

way resistance, even when each acinus has an equal compliance (compare the512

baseline case with the uniform case in figure 5). However no correlation can513

be seen between ventilation levels and upstream airway resistance when the514

tissue compliance is not uniform (figure 6b). While resistance affects the dy-515

namics of ventilation – that is, the temporal distribution – a normal breath516

in healthy lungs is long enough such that the time lag introduced by varying517

resistances does not affect the spatial topology.518

As tissue compliance appears to be the dominant mechanism in deter-519

mining the ventilation distribution, it is important to have a heterogeneous520
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(and physiologically based) distribution of the tissue compliance. It is well521

understood that at the start of an inspiration acini in non-dependent (api-522

cal) regions of the upright human lungs are more expanded than acini in523

dependent (basal) regions due to the weight of the lung tissue. Non-linear524

tissue compliance means that they are also less compliant. However there is525

also significant iso-gravitational heterogeneity which arises due to the shape526

of the lungs and the propagation of stresses through the tissue. Although it527

is assumed here that the lung tissue is a continuum with uniform material528

properties, simulations of tissue deformation in a curvilinear geometry can529

give rise to a considerable degree of heterogeneity. Including this model of530

tissue deformation in a ventilation model clearly predicts more physiologi-531

cally consistent ventilation distributions than simply assuming that tissue532

compliance is constant or proportional to lung height (figure 5). Therefore533

we conclude that it is an essential feature in functional computational models534

of ventilation which aim to describe ventilation and perfusion matching or535

changes in ventilation distribution with disease. The ventilation distribution536

predicted using a linear approximation to the initial acinar volume distribu-537

tion has a similar overall trend to that from using model predictions of the538

tissue deformation (baseline), but it does not adequately predict heterogene-539

ity. Thus a linear approximation to tissue density may be satisfactory for540

some studies, for example, those wishing to focus on redistribution between541

dependent and non-dependent regions.542

4.3. Limitations on model validation.543

The model comprises three sub-models that each require validation: 1.544

Anatomically-based model geometry, 2. Soft tissue mechanics, 3. Flow model545
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comprising equations for airway resistance, flow conservation, and balance of546

pressure and flow in peripheral elastic tissue units. The model geometry is547

specific to the CT-imaged geometry of the subject used here in terms of lobe548

shape and central airway location and size. The proportion of the tree that549

was derived from a deterministic algorithm is consistent with multiple mor-550

phometric studies of the human airway tree, as described in Tawhai et al.551

(2004). Deformation predicted by the soft tissue mechanics model has been552

compared against CT imaging from the same subject in the supine posture,553

and compares well (Tawhai et al., 2009). However, there is no upright data554

against which this individual subjectś tissue deformation could be compared,555

hence in the absence of direct validation data we have established that the556

predicted ventilation distribution is reasonable when compared with measure-557

ments in other subjects from the literature. Validation of other aspects of the558

model (e.g. resistance as an output of the flow model) were similarly limited559

to comparing against generally accepted functional values from the literature560

to show that the model is not inconsistent with these data. Data defining561

the ventilation distribution in the upright posture are not available for this562

subject, and are very limited in other subjects; a direct subject-specific vali-563

dation of the upright model is therefore not possible without acquiring new564

data. The experimental methods of Petersson et al. (2009) - in conjunction565

with CT imaging to define the lung anatomy - show the most promise for566

providing this sort of validation data.567

4.4. Major assumptions and study limitations.568

There are several limitations in the modelling approach that could be569

improved through further development: 1. the model assumes that each570
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acinus is mechanically independent of its neighbours; 2. the supine thoracic571

cavity shape is used to simulate the upright posture; 3. the change in pleural572

pressure is assumed equal at all locations; and 4. the model assumes laminar573

flow with flow disturbance at the bifurcations as described by Pedley’s model.574

In reality the acini do not function as independent elastic balloons; they575

are physically coupled through fibrous scaffolding and shared septa. Neglect-576

ing this physical interdependence could become inappropriate when consid-577

ering significant airway constriction, during which the reduced expansion or578

dynamic hyper-inflation of a tissue unit (due to increased airway resistance)579

could increase or limit the expansion of neighbouring tissue units. Related to580

this, bronchoconstriction could also effectively stiffen the parenchymal tissue581

in the neighbourhood of the constricted airway. The feedback from the air-582

ways to the tissue elasticity that would be required to mimic this interaction583

has not been included in the current model. The tissue deformation model584

is used to initialise the volumes of the acinar tissue units pre-inspiration585

and their elasticity based on the assumption of isotropic expansion; there586

is no further interaction with the tissue mechanics during the ventilation587

simulation. The approach presented here neglects anisotropy of the tissue588

deformation during the transition to the flow model; non-uniformity of the589

tissue stretch could be important in non-baseline ventilation, e.g. during air-590

way closure or high rates of ventilation. Ideally the tissue deformation and591

flow models would be solved concurrently as a coupled system, however this592

is a challenging problem that has not yet been addressed hence in the interim593

it is necessary to prescribe a weaker coupling between the two models. The594

simplest coupling (and the weakest) is to initialise the flow model using the595
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tissue mechanics model, and to assume isotropic expansion in the flow model596

which retains the simplicity of the equation of motion. That is, we do derive597

a new formulation for the tissue component, which would be necessary if the598

anisotropy of the tissue mechanics deformation were to be retained. With-599

out simulating the initial deformation via the mechanics model we would600

have to make an assumption about the pre-inspiratory distribution of the601

airway tree, and as we have demonstrated, simplistic assumptions for this602

distribution have a significant effect on the ventilation distribution.603

The supine lung shape was used because MDCT imaging of the upright604

lung is not available. The main difference in shape that would be expected605

with a move to upright is a caudal shift in the diaphragm due to displacement606

of the abdominal contents with gravity. We have tested whether a difference607

in lung shape would affect the predictions of the current model (results not608

shown here), and have found that shape per se. has little effect in compari-609

son to the subject’s mean tissue density and tissue density gradient at FRC.610

Stretch in the cranial-caudal axis would effectively increase the tissue stiffness611

in that direction, potentially reducing the magnitude of the predicted ven-612

tilation gradient. This however would be counteracted by improving upon613

another simplification in the model, which is the assumption of a uniform614

change in pleural pressure. If the change in pleural pressure was largest in615

the basal region compared with the apex, this would drive greater ventila-616

tion to the base of the lung and increase the ventilation gradient. While it617

is possible to impose arbitrary distributions of the increment in pleural pres-618

sure, the robust approach to this problem would be to explicitly model the619

structures of the chest wall and diaphragm, and include their influence on620
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the lung by simulating their volume change during breathing. However this621

would require data to describe the shape change of these structures during622

breathing.623

Flow in the largest airways is turbulent, not laminar, in part due to624

the presence of a turbulent laryngeal jet (Lin et al., 2007). Flow in the625

smaller airways is also not laminar, as it is disturbed by passing through the626

airway bifurcations and the shortness of the airways is insufficient for it to627

become fully developed. We have adopted the model of Pedley et al. (1970)628

to account for this latter feature of the flow, however we have not included629

any approximation to the effect of the turbulent laryngeal jet. We believe630

it is unlikely that neglecting turbulence in the largest airway of our model631

would have any significant effect on the distribution of flow to the smallest632

airways.633

Our comparison of ventilation distribution and flow heterogeneity against634

a model that assumes only Poiseuille resistance shows that the Pedley et al.635

(1970) model makes a very small contribution to the flow distribution under636

the conditions that we have considered here: it was necessary to halve the637

breath duration or double the tidal volume to have a significant difference638

with the Poiseuille-based ventilation gradient or heterogeneity. The valid-639

ity of the Pedley et al. (1970) model for airflow in the conducting airways640

(equations 4 and 5) is dependent on the size of the airway in question, the641

rate of airflow, and the branching angle between a parent airway and each of642

its daughter branches. Pedley et al. (1970) derived their expression for en-643

ergy dissipation based on inspiratory flow experiments using physical models644

with straight tubular bifurcations of constant cross-section, a single bifurca-645
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tion angle, and in-plane branching. The expression has not been validated646

for the wide range of flows, branching angles, and branch plane angles that647

exist in the lung, nor for expiratory flow. However for the moderate venti-648

lation conditions considered here the air flow resistance makes only a very649

small contribution to the distribution of ventilation, hence the baseline dis-650

tributions of flow are not sensitive to the adoption of the Pedley et al. (1970)651

model, nor to uncertainty in its parameterisation.652

4.5. Summary653

This study presents structure-based modelling of the ventilation distribu-654

tion in healthy lungs and provides an important building block for physiolog-655

ical modelling of more complex pulmonary phenomena, such as gas transport656

and exchange. The use of anatomical geometries enables retention of impor-657

tant spatial information. We have shown that there is likely to be significant658

variation in inherent tissue properties which acts to compound ventilation659

heterogeneity. In addition, we have clearly illustrated that the tissue compli-660

ance distribution requires a realistic description in models of the ventilation661

topology. The techniques described here bring subject-specific modelling of662

pulmonary function a step closer, particularly in conjunction with a recently663

developed model of pulmonary perfusion within the same anatomically-based664

structure (Clark et al., 2011). However, not all model parameters are avail-665

able on a subject specific basis, and model validation in the upright posture666

remains a significant challenge. Importantly, the development of a modelling667

framework that allows a relatively straightforward construction of models668

of structure (Burrowes et al., 2005; Tawhai et al., 2004), tissue deforma-669

tion (Tawhai et al., 2009), perfusion (Clark et al., 2011) and now ventilation670
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provides the required theoretical tools to achieve subject specificity. The671

challenge now is to obtain suitable imaging and functional data sets that can672

translate agreement with population measures - as achieved in the current673

study - to subject-specific validation.674
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Appendix A. Derivation of compliance and elastic recoil pressure678

For an isotropic material, the deformation gradient can be expressed

uniquely in terms of the principal stretches or in terms of the invariants

of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. For the lung tissue deforma-

tion model, the strain energy density function is defined as (Burrowes and

Tawhai, 2010):

W =
ξ

2
exp
(
aJ2

1 + bJ2

)
, (A.1)

where J1 and J2 are the invariants of the Green-Lagrangian finite strain ten-

sor, and are related to the invariants of the right Cauchy-Green deformation

tensor (C) with: J1 = 1
2
(I1 − 3) and J2 = −1

2
(I1 − 3) + 1

4
(I2 − 3). Therefore,

W can also be written as:

W =
ξ

2
exp
(a

4
(I1 − 3)2 +

b

4
(I2 − 2I1 + 3)

)
, (A.2)

where I1 and I2 are the invariants of C.679
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Local elastic recoil pressure: The 2nd Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor is defined

as:

S = 2
∂W

∂C
(A.3)

= 2
[∂W
∂I1

· ∂I1

∂C
+
∂W

∂I2

· ∂I2

∂C
+
∂W

∂I3

· ∂I3

∂C

]
.

The derivatives of the invariants of C are (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000):

∂I1

∂C
= I,

∂I2

∂C
= I1I−CT ,

∂I3

∂C
= I3C

−T . (A.4)

Using Eq. A.2, the derivatives of W are:

∂W

∂I1

=
ξ

4

(
a(I1 − 3)− b

)
eγ (A.5)

∂W

∂I2

=
bξ

8
eγ (A.6)

∂W

∂I3

= 0 , (A.7)

where γ = a
4
(I1 − 3)2 + b

4
(I2 − 2I1 + 3). Substituting the derivatives into

Eq. A.3:

S = 2
[ξ

4

(
a(I1 − 3)− b

)
eγI +

bξ

8
eγ(I1I−CT )

]
. (A.8)

The invariants of C can also be written in terms of the principal stretches

with: I1 = λ2
1 + λ2

2 + λ2
3 and I2 = λ2

1λ
2
2 + λ2

2λ
2
3 + λ2

3λ
2
1. Assuming an isotropic

stretch (λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ), Eq. A.8 is:

Sii = 2
[ξ

4

(
a(3λ2 − 3)− b

)
eγ +

bξ

8
(3λ2 − λ2)eγ

]
(A.9)

=
ξeγ

2
(3a+ b)(λ2 − 1) .

In terms of the stretches, γ = 3
4
(3a+ b)(λ2 − 1)2.680
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The Cauchy stress tensor is used to estimate the local Pe, and is related

to S by:

T = J−1
F .F · S · FT , (A.10)

where F is the material deformation gradient; and JF is the Jacobian of F

and is a measure of the volume change of a material element. For an isotropic

expansion, F is:

F =


λ 0 0

0 λ 0

0 0 λ

 .

Therefore, the Jacobian is: JF = λ3. The local Pe is estimated with the

Cauchy stress, and hence is given by:

Pe = Tii =
Sii
λ
. (A.11)

Tissue compliance: The compliance (C) is defined as the change in volume

(dV ) divided by the change in pressure (dPe) required to effect that volume

change:

C =
dV

dPe
. (A.12)

Expressing the change in pressure and volume in terms of the stretch:

dPe
dV

=
dPe
dλ
· dλ
dV

. (A.13)

The deformed volume (V ) of a material element undergoing an isotropic

expansion is related to the undeformed volume (V0):

V = λ3V0 ∴
dV

dλ
= 3λ2V0 . (A.14)
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As derived above, the Pe effecting the volume change is given by the Cauchy

stress. Using Eqs. A.9 and A.11 the derivative of the pressure is:

dPe
dλ

=
3ξ

2
(3a+ b)2(λ2 − 1)2eγ

+
ξ

2

(3a+ b)(λ2 + 1)

λ2
eγ . (A.15)

The compliance is equal to dV/dPe and is hence derived from Eqs. A.14 and

A.15

C =

[
ξeγ

6V0

(
3(3a+ b)2(λ2 − 1)2

λ2
+

(3a+ b)(λ2 + 1)

λ4

)]−1

(A.16)

Compliance is a monotonic decreasing function of inflation (the bigger681

the acinus the harder it is to inflate). The function C is non-monotonic682

at very low acinar volumes, so the functional form derived here becomes683

an invalid representation of compliance. This does not affect the current684

study as volumes are not low enough for this representation of compliance685

to give non-physical results. A non-physical form for compliance is avoided686

if λ ≥ 1.15 at all times, which is true of the results of this study, which687

considers normal quiet breathing. In terms of normal lung function a value688

of λ = 1.15 would correspond to a deformed-to-undeformed volume ratio of689

approximately 1.5. Recall that the undeformed reference volume is half of690

measured FRC volume; therefore, a subject would need to be breathing at691

approximately 75% of their measured FRC volume to be within this range.692

At very low acinar volumes (λ < 1.15) where the derived compliance rela-

tionship is not valid, a linear relationship may give a satisfactory relationship
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between λ and compliance

C =



[
ξeγ

6V0

(
3(3a+ b)2(λ2 − 1)2

λ2
+

(3a+ b)(λ2 + 1)

λ4

)]−1

λ ≥ 1.15

0.17ξ + 2(λ− 1)(C∗ − 0.17ξ) λ < 1.15 ,

(A.17)

where C∗ is the compliance value at λ = 1.15. This would need to be taken693

into account in simulations at very low breathing volumes and experimental694

validation may be required to validate this type of relationship.695
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